
15th December - The Studio, Manchester

LIHNN Christmas Study 
Day 2023



Agenda

9:30-10:00am - Registration
10:00-11:00am - LIHNN Chair welcome 

and Quality Awards
11:00-11:15 - Break

11:15-12:00 - Minutes of Mayhem
12:00-13:30 - Lunch, voting and quiz

13:30-14:00 -  Julia Hoffman
14:00-14:30 - Break and chocolate 

roulette networking
14:30-15:00 - Awards



Welcome from the 
Chair



Anatomy of a network
LIHNN Xmas 2023

Susan Smith



The Heart:
• LIHNN is a network and helps 

connect people
• Helped me build a sense of 

professional identity
• Fond memories
• A sense of community! 
• A sense of belonging
• A sense of ownership that I don't 

get with NHS E or CILIP
• Not as large and 

disparate/intimidating as the 
national group

• Friendships that have sustained 
me

• Like-minded, friendly people 
who completely understand 
what you do in your role, and 
the issues you might face

Response:
• Created a social secretary
• Continuing the Xmas study day 

in person
• Run the new starters events
• Have a buddy system
• Patch groups exist for sharing 

local knowledge and expertise 



Circulation:
• I find Northern Lights useful
• Putting faces to names from e-mails 

meant a lot
• Real discussion and engagement with 

services that we could share even if 
only marketing

• ILL opportunities
• Keep up to date with developments in 

the NHS library world and NHS in 
general

• More partnership working to reduce 
duplication.

• Face to face meetings are a priority 
for me.

• A reminder of what LIHNN does as I 
think its identity has been lost.

• Knowing the team more-do not know 
who members are or what they do

•  I wonder what other regional groups 
are doing at the moment?

Response:
• Email list has been reviewed and 

updated
• Committee list has been 

reviewed and updated
• Northern lights is still there
• A review of the website is 

underway – Current awareness 
resource created as Phase I

• We will be reviewing the LIHNN 
offer

• New national networks leads 
group has formed



The Hand:
• Share problems and receive 

answers
• Share ideas and ask for help 

from colleagues
• Engage with colleagues and to 

become comfortable in my new 
role

• Helped me build a sense of 
professional identity

• Supportive clinical librarian 
meetings

• Supported me when I was new 
to Health Libraries and a safe 
space to ask questions

• Training sessions through LIHNN 
have helped me

• Received bursaries in the past to 
attend conferences

Response:
• Your actions create this culture
• We have recruited a CPD officer 

to help plan training
• We are working in partnership to 

extend opportunities
• We welcome all levels of 

experience on to the committee 
to support skills development



The Head:
• Stop leavers gifts
• I simply don't have enough hours in 

the day for sustained extra curricular 
activities

• Time is an issue at the moment.
• I am retiring this year so maybe my 

comments are not valid
• Seems to be more for than managers 

than band 3s
• I connect with but not bothered about 

the rest
• We can't all be released to attend 

meetings etc.
• NHS WE & T has robbed LIHNN of a 

role.  This I suspect is about to 
change, again.

• I am not a member of CILIP anymore.
• Do you really need a big committee 

structure why not run it more as a 
COP with volunteers to lead on things 
that they are interested in.

Response:
• Leavers gifts now stopped
• Networks can help save time – you 

need to think how to make time 
and make the best of opportunities

• Everyone from a partner 
organisation can be a member!

• Looking at how to support all roles 
and improve development 
opportunities

• The Committee is large to spread 
the workload, to share ideas.  Same 
issues exist across all networks 
merging goes against the identified 
local value.

LIHNN is building back but needs you!



The Lungs:

• Susan Smith – The Chair
• Vice Chair - vacant
• Karen Storms – The Secretary
• Tracy Owen – Treasurer
• John Gale – Social Secretary
• Paul Tickner  - CPD Officer
• Alison Thornley – Webmaster

General Members

• Emma Dent
• Sinead English 
• Katie Nicholas - NHS England
• Julia Hoffman – Libraries Connected
• Gil Young - NHS England

Additional thanks

• Siobhan Linsey
• Andreya Platia

The Feet:
• Watch out for new starters event
• Collaborative conferences with the 

Academic Libraries North set
• Library visits planned for new year
• Joint initiatives with other regional 

networks have begun
• Review of funding model
• Review of website



Quality Awards



Creating a 
Gastroenterology 
Patient Information 
Database Using QR 
Codes
Holly Cook: Clinical Librarian 

East Cheshire NHS Trust



How it started…
•Targeted Gastroenterology Department as ‘low library users’ 

•Created a Gastroenterology Update

•Chance encounter over OpenAthens enquiry led to literature search on improving patient information for 
gastroenterology patients

•Library involvement in the patient information process enabled suggestion of project



Patient information

Written Video files Audio files Readable software 



Background
•Convoluted process for creating and sharing patient information

•Majority of the Trust relies on internally generated (paper) 
content

•Lots of effort spent duplicating what is already online 

•No standardised way in Gastro of sending patients information 
about their condition (some paper, some texts, some calls) 



What we wanted… 
•A simplified workflow for medical secretaries & all other health 
care professionals  sharing ‘patient information’ with patients 
via their letter of primary diagnosis 

•An increase in web-based information being shared with 
patients

•A decrease in internally generated content

•A single point for Gastro patient information



What we did…
•Conducted an evidence search and found that ‘Good online 
patient information and improved outcomes and reduced 
appointment time’ 

•Created a master list of required leaflets/information

•Found equivalent information from trusted sources online

•Used this to build a ‘proof of concept’ database of online 
patient information using QR codes

•Testing… 



Sources

•British Liver Trust

•Crohn’s and Colitis

•Guts

•Macmillan

•NHS

•Pancreatic Cancer Action Network

•Patient Info 



Technology

•Used QR Monkey to create a QR code for each ‘leaflet’

•Built a website using (free) Weebly platform

https://bit.ly/gastro-patient-info  

https://bit.ly/gastro-patient-info






QR codes in clinic letters

•ECT Gastro goes smart with 
utilisation of QR codes and  
expanding soon into other areas 
endoscopy ….Letters will be getting 
smarter

•Can add multiple codes including 
procedures



Advantages

•No duplication of effort

•Updated in real time

•Better infection control

•Patient can use as a portal to further resources 
such as forums



Issues

•Is the information good enough? i.e. Evidence 
based

•Is it updated regularly?

•Broken links

•Digital literacy

•Complaints about lack of physical leaflets

•No contact/local information 



Impact

•Increased health literacy in Patients

•Simpler and consistent process for the Health Secretaries 

•Better relationship between the Library Service and Gastroenterology

•Library team seen as innovators/achievers within the Trust



Any questions? 



Clinical Librarian Project

Kathryn Graham-Shuttleworth,
Clinical Librarian,
The Christie NHS Foundation Trust

     kathryn.graham5@nhs.net
      



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

Clinical Librarian project

•In January 2023 I began working as the Clinical 
Librarian at The Christie NHS Foundation Trust

•It was established as a trial position: 12 months 
fixed-term, 0.5FT hours

•This was a brand-new position to the Trust and 
the LKS service, though previous funding had 
been secured and lost



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

The need for a Clinical Librarian

•Interest expressed by various clinical and educational departments, before the role was established 

•I was initially integrated into the Radiotherapy Education team

•I was also integrated into a clinical project

•The role was required for the LKS to be fully compliant with staffing ratio guidelines (HEE, 2019)



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

The data

•The focus from the beginning was to establish the service, but also to collect impact data 

•Collated and analysed 6 months of data to put a business case together 

•I’ve increased this to 11 months data for this presentation 



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

The data

Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Measured between January – November 2023
Evidence searches conducted by CL 93 searches (192 total for LKS)

Percentage of LKS search output 49% of all LKS searches completed by CL

CL time spent on evidence searches 122.83 hours

Hours of Christie staff time saved* 282.52 hours (none-LKS staff time: 405.35hrs)

Potential efficiency saving# £4,122.09

Training sessions delivered 28 sessions

Christie staff trained 36 Christie staff or students trained in Advanced Literature 
Searching, Reference Management or Introduction to 
Electronic Resources. 

*Efficiency calculation based on Edwards et al., 2022
#Cost of self-completed searches versus Clinical Librarian completed searches



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

The data



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

Qualitative data

•“Everything has got the patient right at the heart of it […] the information that we are taking out of the 
literature searches and putting into our learning modules will directly influence what happens to a 
patient when that person goes away and does what we’ve told them to do. That is a direct impact, that is 
the whole point of education.” (Ben Heyworth – Christie Education Project Manager)

•“Clinical Librarians are immensely valuable for researchers. They can also be beneficial for people within 
clinical roles to see what evidence-based practice is out there and make sure that that is reflected in their 
own practice. Also for those in mixed roles, such as clinical academics.” (Grant Punnett – Research 
Associate in Patient-Centred Christie Research)

•“The Clinical Librarian’s knowledge, and accessibility is so important. There is more stress on 
writing up projects, doing research analysis, creating bibliographies […] not many people are 
taught those skills. It will be very helpful for the Clinical Librarian to be an established 
service at The Christie. And I welcome that.” (Dr Vidya Kasipandian – Consultant in Critical 
Care and Anaesthesia)



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

The restrictions 

•Time restraints

•Schedule restraints

•Unrealistic expectations from 
teams 

•2024 planning

kathryn.graham5@nhs.net



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

Looking to the future

•If this post is made permanent and/or full-time I aim to:

o Expand on projects already involved in

o Complete outreach to further clinical/education/admin teams

o Complete outreach to satellite sites

•It will also free up even more time for my LKS colleagues 



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

Lessons for Clinical Librarians 
•Be willing to demonstrate your impact and worth 

•Take chances on fixed-term roles

•Be flexible and willing, BUT;

•Be honest with expectations of your time and skills

•Utilise Teams and virtual communication tools

•Take all opportunities, even if they don’t seem completely 
relevant 

•Tell people how great you are at every opportunity!

kathryn.graham5@nhs.net



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

References 

•Edwards, C., Gilroy, D. and Mallender, J. (2022) ‘Evidence Searches Undertaken by Knowledge and 
Library Specialists Save the Time of Health Care Professionals and Produce an Economic Benefit to 
the NHS in England.’ Journal of Hospital Librarianship, 22(4) pp. 284–298.

•Health Education England (HEE) (2019) NHS Library and Knowledge Services in England.



kathryn.graham5@nhs.net

Any questions?



MFT Libraries 
Green Impact 

Project
Presented by Bethan Morgan, Sarah Bowman-Worrall, Amy 

Tyrrell and Elaine Brogan



Introduction

•MFT’s sustainability awards programme.

•Teams embed a sustainability project within their 
department, with the aim to get accreditation at 
the end.

•Opportunity to apply for a microgrant to help fund 
the project. 



‘Cross-site greener libraries initiative’

Supporting 
Research & 
Education

Service Charges

•No more branded plastic 
pens.

•Electronic communications 
and QR codes instead of 

leaflets, flyers and paper 
forms.

•Develop book collection on 

sustainability.
•Current awareness bulletin & 

literature searching service.

•Increase engagement in our 

sustainability resources. 

•Increase printing charge 
for single-sided/colour.

 
•‘E-book first’ approach to 

requests.

Greener 
Marketing

Library sustainability policy: 
https://mft.nhs.uk/medical-education/trust-library/guides-and-forms/ 



Microgrant

•Awarded £765 to purchase 

e-books.

•We purchased titles from the 

‘core-books’ list and on 

sustainability in healthcare.



Promotional Displays

• We now have permanent displays at 

each library site to promote all of our 

books and resources that we have on 

the topic of sustainability.

•  We have also significantly updated our 

book collection with recent titles such 

as  ‘How to reduce overuse in 

healthcare: a practical guide’.



Wythenshawe

North 
Manchester

Trafford



5

Green Libraries 

Week
• In October we participated in ‘Green Libraries 

Week’ -  the first national campaign focused on 
sustainability in libraries. 

• We decided to highlight the positive impact using 
the library has on the environment and promote 
our sustainability resources.



Sustainability Research

PSP
•  MFT Library Services carried out searches for a 

priority setting partnership about greener 

surgery. 

• Olivia Schaff, Clinical Librarian, was named as an 

author on the subsequent published paper 

pictured.

• Example question: “What can healthcare 

organisations learn from healthcare systems in 

other countries about sustainable surgical 

pathways?”



Bulletin
•MFT Libraries Sustainability in Healthcare bulletin – inspired by 
our previous research into greener surgery.

•New publications on the topics of greener surgery, climate 
change/net zero, and surgical equipment (and the 
recycling/reuse of it) are searched for within Medline via EBSCO 
and uploaded at the end of each month.

•Listed on LIHNN website for you to view
•MFT Libraries: Sustainability in Healthcare Bulletin 
(wordpress.com)

https://sustainabilitybulletin4.wordpress.com/
https://sustainabilitybulletin4.wordpress.com/


What's Next?

Sustainability 
working group

Displays within 
libraries

Encourage other 
departments

Being accredited by the MFT 
sustainability team for our project

NHS Greener libraries – ideas 
from other libraries

Library 
strategy/ 

Sustainability 
policy



Thank you!

Any Questions?



Break

Voting
www.slido.com

#4247188



Minutes of 
Mayhem



LIBRARY
KD QUARTERLY

NEWS

Keeping you up to date



NOW and 
then



MISSION

VISION

Accessible

Engaging

Useful

Insightful

Skeleton Bob everywhere, all 
the time

Bright and fun

People actually reading it...



HOW?
Considered user survey feedback

Built slowly
Asked for more feedback

Took it on board
Considered circulation

Worked together







SHOW
16% of users found out about the 
library via the newsletter.

100% happy with the frequency

804 clicks since April, 556 clicks 
on last quarter’s edition alone.

78% rate  the newsletter and its 
content as excellent

STATS!
ME



FEE
DB

AC
K “I would happily 

read it every month”

“love the news 
letter”

“i like how recently there 
has been a focus on the 

newsletter”

“most interractive, readable, 
engaging and friendly 

newsletter Iv ever had”



FEE
DB

AC
K “I had no idea you offered so much and it has made 

me happy just reading it. It hits the right note; all the 
information in a friendly, approachable manner and 

the book recommendations and recipes are just such 
a great personal touch. You sound such a welcoming 

team and the library looks like a industrious but 
relaxing haven amidst the chaos.”



OUTCOMES?
Readership increases

Engagement
Spreading awareness of library

Tool to communicate important information 
informally



tinyurl.com/KDquarterly8



27/10/23
Susan Smith

How library searches are challenging policy and procedures

Who cares about E,D&I?



Impact quote

“The PNA policy had previously been approved with minimal EIA information, the policy holder 
would select yes/ no based on single opinion only. Following an update in policy holder and 
minimal changes the PNA policy was presented to the Workforce policy Group.
 
It was highlighted at the policy Group that the EIA section required further input and I was 
advised to contact Susan Smith. With little knowledge on completing EIA, when presenting the 
policy, I saw this as sufficiently completed. Following discussion and review by Susan, it has 
identified the EIA section can be much more comprehensive and relevant to the policy. As a 
result, I have now identified a further policy which requires EIA review.
 
The support offered has been extremely valuable, this standard of EIA completion was not 
something I was aware of, and I would not have the capacity to complete within my role at 
present, resulting in delays in policy updates/ renewal and an inadequate EIA.” 

Laura McVeigh, Head of Nursing, Wellbeing and Engagement

EIA - 
Equality 
Impact 
Assessme
nt

PNA – 
Professio
nal Nurse 
Advocates



Spot the difference

Spot the difference



Impact quote

“I am currently reviewing two policies and having looked at the Equality Impact Assessment sections, thought they 

looked ok. However, Susan’s suggestions have really made me think about potential impacts I had not really 

considered, and I certainly would not have known where to look to find these. I really think this service will help us to 

ensure we consider how our policies and procedures can affect all staff groups and lead to changes, with a more 

considered, inclusive approach. Thank you!”   

Sarah Powell, Workforce Business Partner

Update: They are thinking about another policy group purely to look 

at the impact of the ED&I on policies and procedures!

"Susan from the library service supported me with an extensive information review  for the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) of the 
Trusts Supporting Alcohol and Substance Dependency Policy.  Susan’s input to review of EIA for this policy was significant. Susan 
provided data and research which evidenced how those with a protected characteristic may be impacted by the policy, or in 
accessing the policy. The information provided by Susan was then used to identify actions, stakeholders and the level of risk 
associated with impact of the policy on those accessing it. It changed my viewpoint on EIAs and improved subsequent reports."

Dawn Bradbury, Deputy Workforce Business Partner



The searches

The searches

• Pragmatic approach – quick searches on each 
section

• Need to read the policy and use judgement on 
what aspects to focus e.g. supervi* OR mentor*

• Grey literature good, but cross reference with 
research if unsure.

• ACAS, Unions tend to be useful, some 
campaigns are less evidence based [for HR 
searches]

• If nothing jumps out – do a database search.
• Sometimes involves a bit of lateral thinking i.e. 

"through the lens of someone else"



Reflections

Reflections

• How much work does it create?

• Who to share it with?

• How to evidence common sense?

• Great for building relations between HR and 

staff side and library

• There  is potential to roll out to other policy 

groups

• Would like to do long term impact of this



Draft Tracheostomy and laryngectomy policy

Evolving – Library written policies



Liverpool Heart & 
Chest

Library 
Champions



27/10/23
Susan Smith

Functional Skills & Conversational English

Functional Fridays



Functional Fridays

https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/challenge/

• Working with the Inspiring Futures Team & Workforce Development
• No local conversational English classes offered by public libraries
• Growing need for basic Maths (Multiply) & English Skills
• Local college courses require 3-year residency before enrolling an international colleague on 

a course
• Two Reaseheath lecturers deliver 18 week course (varies with candidate), on-site in the 

library

https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/challenge/
https://www.nationalnumeracy.org.uk/challenge/


Functional Fridays

English

• 5 learners ready to sit the written exam (8th Dec), speaking and listening to be confirmed
• 1 drop out for personal reasons
• 1 on course but has delayed enrolment (needs 3 years in UK to sit exams)
• Radiography assistants, HCA
• 2 want to progress careers, 3 to access university and 1 to improve confidence

Maths

• 14 learners (2 ready for exam, 4 have missed and need to restart, 7 progressing well)
• HCAs, managers, nurses, radiography assistants, estates and facilities
• 28 on waiting list
• To progress careers, access apprenticeships, build confidence

Functional Fridays



Culture Comparison

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison-tool 

https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison-tool
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/country-comparison-tool


What does that mean?

https://www.nhsconfed.org/publications/acronym-buster  
https://www.rcn.org.uk/Get-Help/common-english-expressions

RCN Guide to common 
English expressions

• Local words, phrases and sayings
• Words that don’t translate
• It shouldn’t go in reports
• Generational gap
• Acronyms

Acronym Buster App

https://www.nhsconfed.org/publications/acronym-buster
https://www.rcn.org.uk/Get-Help/common-english-expressions
https://www.rcn.org.uk/Get-Help/common-english-expressions
https://www.rcn.org.uk/Get-Help/common-english-expressions
https://www.nhsconfed.org/publications/acronym-buster
https://www.nhsconfed.org/publications/acronym-buster


Secret to good communication

Consultation Skills – for Healthcare Professionals

• Where do we speed up conversations?
• What do we add apostrophes to words to 

shorten?
• Where do we run words together or shorten the 

word?
• What tips do you have that help?

Based on TALC & Healthy English by Robert 
Chambers

https://consultationskills.com/
https://consultationskills.com/


What has changed?

What has changed?

• Re-thinking how we deliver of literacy programmes – step up 
strategy. Now tracking learning journeys.

[Functional skills – Digital literacy – Health Literacy – Data literacy].

• It has generated other work – we have developed other basic 
courses now included in a new training app.

• We have membership from some hard-to-reach areas. 

• Growing spread of Conversational English with PAs, departments 
and groups

• We have some anecdotal stories e.g., have changed communication 
practices to support a new member of the team because of sharing 
the presentation and discussing.

• Already some people on the course have built the confidence to 
apply for new jobs or courses.



Risks and barriers

Risks and barriers

• Flexible training model for use in teams.

• Purposefully targeted everyone and not specific groups, for improved conversation.

• Buy-in – cultural buy-in from senior managers was instant, but it was a different matter getting 
wider engagement.

• How do you evaluate – cultural pieces are difficult and generally a slow change?

• Risk of perceived professionalism – some examples of misunderstanding were deemed 
inappropriate for inclusion in the presentation and any resource created needs curation.

• Trust – some conversations are difficult to have as people don’t like admitting failure.  This is 
aimed at lived examples and not necessarily personal.

• Loss of face for signing up to functional skills courses, which adds links to civility agenda in 
the Trust.



Lessons learnt

Lessons learnt

• We started reactionary and now getting strategic.

• Didn't get the correct data at the start of enrolment for the taught courses e.g. eligibility, exams, 
options for extended programmes.

• Two separate reports on the project have gone to Learning & OD Working Group for long term 
monitoring and assurance. Should have started there.

• It was a homeless need that as a collaborative group we can fill, without stepping on toes.

• Building blocks for other literacies, and some learning has fed into the new digital literacy group, 
especially around flexibly adapting to learner pace.

• Clinical staff like formal structure, needed explanation that there was no sign up, or certificate of 
completion.

• It felt most successful when using existing departmental meetings and training courses and library 
facilitation, but having a facilitation guide is useful. 

• It was OK to let Conversational English go feral – it got wider reach than library run with limited staff.



Next steps

Next steps

• Already have departmental roll-out planned for the Estates 
and Facilities Team and it has been requested to be added 
to the Health Care Assistant Training.

• Scale up with organisational needs analysis and improved 
monitoring and assurance.

• Will look to develop the learner stories, tracking over time 
and encourage the journey through the literacies.

• Start to plan from lessons learned to strategically 
approach health literacy and consider raising as an 
organisational risk.

• Patient Experience Team would like this to be part of 
induction, organisational development are also interested.



30/11/23
Susan Smith

Adventures in drugs, museums and herbs

Making Medicines



It started with a book

It started with a book

• A pharmacist was interested in outreach to encourage 
children to engage with science to encourage future 
careers

• Opportunity came up to participate in a Science 
programme at Nantwich Museum

• Some funding was received from the Trust Charity to 
support the event

• The library was contacted initially based on the work 
for the Divisional Championships

• The request was to track a copy of a book that has 
been going since 1864. 

Huge thanks to: 
Stockport – Mary Bearden 
Sheffield Teaching Hospital – John McLaughlin



Exhibits

Exhibits

• We worked with the Liverpool Medical 
Institute to borrow some exhibits with an 
old doctor's bag, with equipment and 
apothecary glass jars  

• We helped source maggots and leeches



Old knowledge

Old knowledge

• I became a herbalist for two days
• Sourced the plants (most I had in my garden)
• Compared the old remedy to modern drugs



Health literacy

Health Literacy

• We created a health literacy 
handout



The event

The event



Fun, but was it worth my time

Was it worth my time?

• Amy – has now been asked to present to RAF 
Cadets and schools in Liverpool, with a couple 
of other requests pending.

• It feeds into the Trust’s social value and anchor 
institute agenda – so when invited, I also 
brought Amy along to share her work.

• Got to introduce health literacy is a really fun 
engaging way for adults as well as children

• Now working on D-Day celebrations for the 
Veterans Network.

• Makes new connections and refreshes the soul



27/10/23
Susan Smith

Inclusive approach to competition

Divisional Championships



The Library Role

The searches

• Engaged as part of the Health & Wellbeing Board as part of the sub-group.
• Specifically tasked to look at inclusive activities for those who couldn’t participate in 

the It’s a Knockout Event
• We ran a Digital Treasure Hunt, Divisional Quiz & Acts of Kindness
• Treasure Hunt was adapted from an Easter Egg Hunt at Rotherham (thanks to Kim 

Moore)



Acts of Kindness

Acts of Kindness

• Points allocated per entry
• Online and post box submission options
• Linked to Civility workstream – some confusion 

with other schemes
• Permission was sought retrospectively to share 

with named individuals or include in Trust 
Communications.



Divisional Quiz

Divisional Quiz

• Points allocated per entry, 
apportioned by size of division v 
overall number of staff

• We bought choccies for the 
winners to share

• Each Division chose x5 general 
knowledge & x5 about the division



Digital Treasure Hunt

Digital Treasure Hunt



It’s a Knockout

It’s a Knockout

• Held at Bentley Sports ground
• Commissioned Totally Wiped Out
• Organised indoor wellbeing stalls
• Booked additional food stalls
• Tickets free, but had to be booked
• Cost included ice cream or ice lolly
• Friends and family welcome



Final report

Final Report



Lunch, voting and 
quiz

Voting
www.slido.com

#2445846

Quality Award voting #4247188



Julia Hoffman (Librarian, 

Lead LiveWire Advisor, 

LiveWire Warrington) 

Guest speaker



Health Literacy Work in 
the North West

Julia Hoffman, LiveWire Warrington
15th December 2023



Background

• LiveWire CIC Warrington – Libraries, Leisure, 
Lifestyles

• Public libraries since 2014

• MSc in Library and Information 2015

• Digital, Health & Prison Librarian 2021

• Organised/Attended Health Literacy & Information 
training by Warrington & Halton Teaching Hospitals 
NHS Foundation Trust 2022

• Mental Health First Aider (MHFA England) 2023



Ambassador Role

•Libraries Connected, The Universal Health 
Offer group with national NHS Knowledge and 
Library Services team at NHS England, CILIP, 
and ACE

•Aim:  Support public library services in 
developing their health and digital literacy offer 
to local communities

•Deliver training accredited by the Royal 
Society for Public Health (RSPH)



Ambassador Role

Tasks:
• Train colleagues in public libraries
• Support Health Information Week
• Liaise with Universal Health and Wellbeing Library 

Offer Group, including regional Libraries Connected 
representatives

• Promote best practice in health and digital literacy 
within library service.  Share with public library 
services across the region

• Liaise with local health librarians and to act as broker 
of partnerships with local public libraries



Training

•Health Literacy Training, June 2023

•Train the Trainer Training, June 2023

•How to Run Online Training, 
September 2023

•Meetings, May, July, September, 
December 2023



Planning

•Train the Trainer Claire Gorton (NW 
Supporting Officer)

•Claire to train Salford authority
•Contact NW public library leads to Health 
Literacy train

•Warrington - Train on Health Literacy
•NW public libraries - Train on Health Literacy
•NW public libraries – ID potential trainers to 
train



Obstacles



Training Summary

•Health literacy defined
•Statistics
•Impact on health outcomes
•Geography – Health Literacy, Digital Connectivity
•Costs of health literacy, health outcomes



Training Summary

•Health misinformation/disinformation
•Trustworthy/Reliable websites
•Improving health literacy

•Simplify
•Teach Back
•Chunk and Check



Training Summary

•Helpful links, including health 
and mental health websites

•Review of public libraries 
health offer



Public Libraries and Health



Training Summary

Interactive exercises:
•Typical day’s interactions
•Consequences of poor health literacy
•Why improve health literacy
•Practicing Simplify
•Practicing Teach Back, Chunk and Check



Statistics

•47 attendees across 18 library 
authorities, 4 online 2 hour 
sessions

•Attended: Blackburn, Blackpool, 
Bolton, Bury, Chester West and 
Chester, Halton, Isle of Man, 
Liverpool, Manchester, Oldham, 
Salford, Sefton, St Helens, 
Stockport, Tameside, Trafford, 
Wigan, Wirral



No Response

•NW Public Library 
Authorities:

•Cheshire East
•Cumbria
•Knowsley
•Rochdale
•Lancashire



No Response

•Warrington Volunteers and Community 
Groups:

• Warrington Disability Partnership
• Warrington Good Neighbours
• Alzheimer’s UK
• Warrington Voluntary Action (WVA)
• Warrington Speakup
• Warrington Home Instead
• Lymm Sanctuary Hub



Survey Results



Survey Results



Survey Results



Survey Results



Survey Results



Other Feedback
• 'Thank you for all you have done to prepare and run the sessions. I found it 

very informative and your delivery was perfect'

• 'Very Informative and thought provoking'

• 'It was really good'

• 'It was a very interesting course and much better than I thought it was 
going to be.'

• 'Thanks, really useful.  We'll have some discussion about how we can use 
this knowledge in our service'

• 'Thanks Julia. Very interesting and useful session'

• 'A very informative presentation'

• 'That was incredibly helpful, Julia.  Thank you so much for the training 
today and for the slides too'

• 'Thanks for the eye opening training Julia!'



Improvements to Make

•Add more library examples
•Add more discussion about 
health and public libraries

•Fix MS Teams to allow Breakout 
Rooms



Future Plans - 2024

Warrington Library Staff 
Refresher Training
Lifestyles Training
Leisure Staff Training
Warrington Borough Council Staff Training
Warrington Community Organisations
North West public libraries – continue training + re-contact 
non-responding authorities



Synergies?

jhoffman@livewirewarrington.org

Questions?
Ideas?
Contact me at:



Break and 
chocolate 

roulette 
networking



Awards



Thank you


